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Paying in Canadian or US Dollars:
a costly convenience
Today, North American businesses are in a privileged position when it comes
to making international payments. US dollars continue to be the most
accepted currency globally, meaning many companies choose to send US
dollars when paying international invoices.
But cross border payments are not as simple or as straightforward as it may
appear. There are many instances where paying in Canadian or US dollars
may be exposing Canadian companies to hidden fees and foreign exchange
conversion costs.
At some point, your recipient will convert your Canadian or US dollars back to
their local currency, at which time foreign exchange conversion rates and fees
are applied outside of your control.
No matter where an international business partner is located, business owners
should consider the impact on both sides of the transaction before deciding to
pay in US dollars or the supplier’s local currency.
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When you pay foreign beneficiaries in Canadian or US dollars, you
expose them to currency risk. To counteract this risk, foreign firms often
build a buffer into their invoices, insulating their profits in case of dollar
depreciation, and offsetting any conversion or receiving fees charged by
their bank.

convenience = costs
If you’re paying in Canadian or US dollars,
the extra costs can be invisible

Takeaway:
Paying in Canadian or US dollars can have its advantages,
but it’s not without risk.
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Paying suppliers in their
local currency:
an effective alternative
The majority of international suppliers will eventually be required to convert
Canadian or US dollar payments into their local currency, and many will
protect themselves from the risks and costs associated with your payment by
padding their invoices. By attempting to protect their profits, international
suppliers are effectively passing on their own potential currency related loss
back to you through higher invoice costs.
Business owners can learn how their vendors are protecting themselves from
currency related loss by simply asking for initial quotes or invoices in dollars
and the local currency of their supplier.
Paying invoices in your supplier’s local currency may alleviate additional costs,
make payments more transparent and streamline the delivery of funds while
eliminating fees and delays along the way.

!
Remember:
Your supplier will eventually convert your Canadian or US
dollar payments back into their local currency, and any
additional charges associated with doing so might be passed
on to you in the form of higher costs.
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local = efficient
Funds are transmitted directly,
without additional intermediaries

Takeaway:
Paying in local currency helps remove risk and reduce costs by
eliminating intermediaries. This means greater transparency, efficiency,
and cost-effectiveness all around.
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Reduce costs and protect profits
Paying your international suppliers in local currency is easier than you
may think.
The key is to compare whether it is more cost effective for you to pay in
your own currency, or your foreign supplier’s local currency. Follow this
simple process to help protect your profits.
FX
START

Your international
supplier sends
you an invoice

$

¥

£

Will your supplier
provide an invoice
in their local
currency?

Yes

Get quote from
CWB Wire Service for
the foreign currency
amount

€
No
Ask to be billed in your
supplier’s local currency

Pay the invoice
in foreign
currency
amount

Lock in that
exchange rate
with CWB
Wire Service
Yes

FX
Is the converted
amount lower than the
domestic equivalent?

No
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Pay the invoice
in your
local
currency

FX

Turn international payments
into an advantage
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